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1) This is my #Qanon thread for November 3, 2019. 

Q posts can be found here: 

qanon.pub 

Android apps:

QMAP: Qanon Drops & POTUS Tweets
Be a part of the Great Awakening. Get real-time Qanon drops and POTUS tweets.
We are the news now!

http://qmap.pub

QMAP: Qanon Drops, Alerts, WWG1WGA Wall and Memes! - Apps on …
From the creators of qmap.pub, here is the official QMAP android mobile app! The
mobile app includes the following features: * Drops: read all of Q's drops in
chronological order * Tweets: read of a…

https://bit.ly/Q-Map
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My Theme: Rig For Red

Q Alerts! QAnon Q Drops, Alerts, Research, Share + - Apps on Google …

Q Alerts notifies you quickly when Q Anon makes new drops. It also allows you to
search, browse, share and research QAnon posts and much much more. Q Alerts
is the first and original Q Android app …

https://bit.ly/Q-alerts

2) Q has not posted since August 1st. 

Q's absence was due to the fact that 8chan has been offline since August 5th and

that's where Q posted. 

After losing their tech support from Cloudflare, the owner of 8chan, Jim Watkins and

Codemonkey developed a new platform called 8kun.

3) A few hours after 8Kun went live yesterday, someone posted on the /qresearch/

board using Q's trip code.
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Naturally, there is concern over how we would know for certain that someone posting

on 8kun claiming to be Q is actually Q.

4) I'm reasonably confident that the person who posted on 8kun yesterday is Q

because of the trip code they used.

5) A trip code is kind of password. It can secure an online identity and it can identify

an individual user. Because it's a hashed password, it keeps the user anonymous.

6) Because the new 8kun website is, in fact, little more than a new domain to host the

boards that were previously hosted on 8chan a trip code that was created on 8chan

should also work on 8kun.

7) We were confident of Q's identity on 8chan because of his unique trip code. It

seems logical that we can be confident of the identity of the person posting on 8kun

using the same trip code. (Though it seems wise to evaluate certain data to increase

our confidence.)

8) Codemonkey (CM) has been migrating boards from 8chan to 8kun after receiving

permission from the board owners. FastJack, the board owner of /qresearch/ where

Q posts, gave permission for the board to be migrated.

FastJack
@SOLID_MAGA

8kun.net/qresearch is online and loading, sit tight while CM and 
Jim get the massive amount of traffic under control. In the 
meantime get the word out. Researchers, bakers, meme makers, 
and other anons can start making the return home while we wait 
for new Q posts.

903 5:34 PM - Nov 2, 2019

499 people are talking about this

9) Many people have been unable to find the /qresearch/ board on 8kun. The board

is not listed in the directory. It's there, but you need to know how to find it. (If you're

an anon, you likely won't have problems finding it).

10) I'm assuming that /qresearch/ is being hidden for a reason so I won't provide a

link to the clear net location though I can provide one for the Tor site (below)

11) The regular web version of 8kun has been hard to access though normal browsers,
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mostly due to massive traffic load. If you use the Tor browser, it's a piece of cake,

though you cannot post (right now) from Tor. It's read-only. 

Here's the Tor link: http://jthnx5wyvjvzsxtu.onion/qresearch/index.html

12) If you have not used 8chan previously, there's probably no reason for you to

access 8kun now. Q's posts are being displayed on most of the usual websites and

mobile apps and the additional traffic to 8kun is making it difficult for anyone to

reach the website.

13) If you're tech savvy and want further info on options for viewing and posting on

8kun, check out @CodeMonkeyZ's page. He has all the latest information.

14) Q's private board /patriotsfight/ has not been migrated to 8kun yet because Ron

(Codemonkey) has not yet received permission from Q to do it. He plans to ask Q,

publicly, (on the research board) if he wants /PF/ migrated.

15) In the above post, Ron mentioned they are working to fix a number of bugs in the

system including a glitch that assigns the same user ID to multiple users. (This

problem does not affect the use of trip codes).

16) Yesterday, an anon posted this test message on 8kun/Qresearch. 

I suspect this may have been Q's first post on the new board and that he posted before

he was logged in using his trip code.

17) I say that because 12 minutes later, a nearly identical post was made by someone

using Q's trip code. The only difference is that this message ends with the number 2

instead of the number 1.
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18) The top image is Q's last post from August before 8chan went offline.

Below it is the first post on 8kun yesterday with Q's identical trip code.

19) The next post (20 minutes later) was another test but this one had more detailed

information than the previous one. 

It's worth noting that ever time Q posts for the first time on a new board, he conducts

a series of tests.

20) Yesterday's test had similarities to a previous post from Q. 

This kind of information can be helpful when evaluating whether the person posting

with Q's trip code is actually Q.
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21) The few anons who were able to find /qresearch/ responded.

22)

23)

24)

25)
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26) This post (a YouTube link) appeared on the board and then it was deleted. 

I don't know why it was deleted or who deleted it but it was posted using Q's trip

code.

(Posts by Q have appeared before on both the research board and patriots fight which

have been deleted.)

27) Here's the video. 

https://www.youtube.com/embed/wrZejBRSAO8

28) This post has links to two tweets and the phrase "RIG FOR RED."
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29) The first Tweet is from @3Days3Nights who deduced that a previous stringer: [

93 dk] predicted 93 days of "darkness" (dk) where there would be no posts from Q. 

 3Days3Nights 
@3Days3Nights

8kun.net live today
“93 days dark”
Since Q3570
Last time Q posted
Aug 1 @ 7:54PM through
Nov 1 @ 7:54PM until 
Nov 2 @ 7:53PM stop.
Exactly 93 days dark. 
[     93          dk]#QANON

7,596 9:27 PM - Nov 2, 2019

5,839 people are talking about this
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30) In the post that was referenced above, Q trolled former FBI director James

Comey.

31) The second tweet was from @SayWhenLA who noted that US Attorney John

Durham (who is investigating the Spygate conspirators) served as interim US

Attorney since October 28th, 2017, the first day Q posted. 

Wyatt
@SayWhenLA

Veteran Mob Prosecutor John Durham was NOT appointed by 
AGBarr. Durham served as interim U.S. Attorney since Oct 28, 
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2017, after Sessions appointed him. Coincidentally the same day 
'Q' began posting. PresTrump nominated Durham as U.S. Atty 
on Nov 1, 2017. Fuck me, it's happening.

15.6K 10:29 PM - Nov 2, 2019

10.2K people are talking about this

32) In the last post, Q wrote "Rig for Red" which is a command to turn on a

submarine's red lights when it is about to surface at night. (The red light allows for

operations to continue while preserving night vision.)

33) Many scenes in the film "The Hunt For Red October" were filmed in red light.

34) Why is this relevant?

In December of 2017, after the CI-A (Snow White) compromised the /CBTS/ board

making it impossible to post securely, Q wrote, "Rig for silent running" a term
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• • •

submariners use for silent operations. Q notified us he would stop posting,

temporarily.

35) On January 6th, of 2018, after the 8chan /pol/ board had been compromised, Q

indicated he would no longer post there. 

(Some may think operational security is a joke, but Q takes it very seriously.)

36) The phrase "Rig for Red" speaks of resurfacing or re-emergence after a period of

silent operations. I believe that once Q is satisfied that he can post securely on 8kun,

normal operations will resume.
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